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An ergonomic tool pouch for electricians and technicians. It is shaped 
like a small messenger bag - designed to be worn while you work, keeping 
your tools within reach. 

The bag is made from an extremely durable ballistic polyester - 1680 
Denier – for maximum wear resistance and service life. The back is 
slightly curved and padded for an optimum fit. Loops on the back also 
allow you to attach it directly to your belt so you can wear it on your hip 
(fits belts up to 60 mm wide). The zippered lid keeps your equipment 
safe when not in use and the lid folds away on the outside making it 
easy to keep the bag open for easy access to the tools. It has one main 
compartment with multiple pockets to help you organize electrician’s 
tools and testers. Alternating red and black fabric makes it easier to tell 
different tools and pockets apart. There are pockets with lids and zippers 
for safe storage of sensitive equipment. It also features an external tape 
measure holder, an electrician tape strap, a hammer holder, pen holders, 
a key chain holder, loops for smaller tools such as screwdrivers and a 
small loop for attaching a carabiner.  

The adjustable shoulder strap is padded and has an anti-slip surface for 
comfortable and easy carrying. It is detachable, with metal carabiners for 
maximum durability. On the top of the bag, you’ll also find a comfortable 
rubber handle. The zippers are nylon coil zippers – very durable with large 
metal pullers that are easy to grip, even with gloves on. 

•  Zippered main compartment with fold-away lid. 

•  21 pockets and tool holders, including a tape strap, clip for 
measuring tape and hammer holder. 

•  Designed to be worn while you work with both a shoulder strap 
and loops that allows you to attach it directly to your belt.  

•  The bag is tested with a 30 kg static load and made from an 
extremely durable ballistic polyester - 1680 Denier. 

•  Dimensions: 31 x 15 x 39 cm 
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Art.no Model Weight Length Width Height Volume Qty/pack EAN-code

590180 Electrician’s Tool Pouch 1,38 390 305 150 17,84 1 pcs

All measurements in mm/kg/litre

7 3 1 7 8 4 5 9 0 1 8 0 9

21 pockets and tool holders. Adjustable shoulder strap.

A small bag with big flexibility.


